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Access Control
Track your company's room 
usage and grant customized 
access to hand-picked users
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Unlock doors via 
remote opening
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Forget about
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unauthorized accesses
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Know the technology behind 
our tracking solutions
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Learn how to deploy our 
solution in your businessa
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04. Devices
Enjoy the simplicity of our 
small, ready-to-use devices



01 / Solution

Remote, real-time access control

Time-restricted visitor e-keys

AC, heating & light activation

"Open door" alarm (buzzer)

Customizable user 
authorization

Automatic door (un)locking

Accent System’s 
Access Control solution

Accent System's Access Control solution is a smart room monitoring tool that allows 
you to manage workspace interactions, track room usage and occupancy, and define 
customized access to gates, rooms and buildings.

By triggering alarms and automatic "Smart Actions", our solution is able to unlock 
doors via remote opening, report exceeding room occupancies, and activate specific 
room conditions —air conditioning, heating & light— prior to meetings and events.

Information is then stored on the cloud and displayed on an easy-to-read, web-based 
dashboard or accessible through the API integrations. 

§ Quickly activate access permits for new employees and guest visitors

§ Avoid room over-occupancy and automatically detect nearby empty rooms

§ Make better-informed business decisions based on accurate room usage analytics

Quick room availability
overview

Accent System's Access Control solution can be 
used as a standalone feature or as a part of our 
Connected Worker solution.



Benefits of using our 
Access Control solution

02 / Benefits

Trigger Smart Actions before important 
meetings, such as turning lights on or off 
or activating heating or AC.

Deny access to in-maintenance sites, contaminated 
facilities or confidential premises.

Ensure safety protocol compliance by avoiding 
room over-occupancy (COVID-19).

Trace accurate contact chain in the event of a 
reported case of illness (COVID-19).

Track room usage hours and generate supporting 
time sheets to use in audits.

Automatically control check-in and check-out 
of all employees and guests.

Grant room access to new employees 
in a swift manner.

Generate time-restricted e-keys to one-time visitors 
such as cleaners, maintenance operators, etc.

Immediately block access to dismissed employees 
and preserve confidentiality.

Obtain a real-time overview of your room availability 
and building's occupancy rates.



03 / Features

Features of our 
Shipment Tracking solution

Customizable highly-precision 
sensors (GPS, accelerometer, 
temperature, pressure sensors, etc.)

Configurable push notifications and 
alerts upon shipment anomalies

User-friendly analytics module 
displaying shipment data

Scalable and integrable solution 
through the API

Connects to existing IoT mobile networks 

Low-cost and easy-to-deploy 

Serverless, cloud-based infrastructure

Flexible user and permission management

Optional reverse pickup feature available 
(trackers are collected at destination by our 
pickup services in USA, Europe & China)



04 / Devices

Accent System's Shipment 
Tracking devices

Our Shipment Tracking components are 
reliable, easy to install and use, and 
have a long battery life. 

PUMP IT UP!

Our Access Control solution can be upgraded by adding NFC readers, 
remote relay controllers and gateways for a fully customized, more precise 
access control. Check our website or contact us at info@accentsystems.es
for a detailed overview on this solution's full possibilities.



05 / Devices

GTW (OPTIONAL)

§ Bluetooth 4.0 + 5.0 Long Range

§ IoT Communication technologies: 
GPRS, LTEM/CATM1, NB-IOT

§ Supported geolocation 
technologies: GNSS, Wi-Fi, Cell ID, 
Bluetooth Beacons.

§ Mobile identifier suited for moving 
infrastructures

LCK

§ User Identification: NFC, Bluetooth 
and UWB

§ IoT Communication technologies: 
GPRS, LTEM/CATM1, NB-IoT, LoRa 
2.4GHz

§ Touch keypad with rubber 
number buttons

§ 4 AA alkaline batteries + external 
power supply port

§ Physical back-up key in case of 
system's blackout



05 / How it works

Deploying our Access Control solution 
in your business

Learn what our solution 
can do for you



1. Equip your company's doors with Accent System's smart
locks. Connect them to our inmolecular platform to enable
action triggering and data collection.

2. Provide your employees with a corporate
ID-card (NFC card).

3. Assign employee-specific room accesses and functions to 
each card. If the Access Control feature is working as a part
of the Connected Worker solution, pair the NFC card with a 
Smart Badge.

4. Stop worrying about your employees' room interactions: 
their office doors will be unlocked, 
their room conditions activated, and their exits
and entries tracked.

5. Log into Accent System's inmolecular dashboard and 
obtain an accurate overview of your company's room usage
& occupancy for the day.

06 / How it works



06 / Inmolecular

Inmolecular, the technology
behind our tracking solutions

Accent System’s tracking solutions are based on our in-
house developed inmolecular software —a smart, secure, 
fast, and scalable IoT platform able to retrieve your
devices’ sensor data in real time, generate analytic
reports and display them in a user-friendly, cloud-based
dashboard or API.

■ Serverless cloud infrastructure

■ Optimized communications protocol

■ Industry standard security

■ Over-The-Air Firmware updates



08 / About us

About Accent Systems

Founded in 2007, Accent Systems is a global
provider of innovative track & trace, safe
workplace, and access control solutions. 
We make smart IoT devices with in and
outdoor location & live sensors, cloud
solutions, and easy-to-use APIs.

Our solutions are capable to track current
and historical interactions between
individuals or assets while reporting
geolocation, environmental features, 
authorized accesses, and occupancy
control. We are also word-leading
manufacturers of NB-IoT and LTE-M
solutions, including iBeacon and Eddystone.

WHERE TO FIND US?

■ Headquarters: Barcelona (Spain)
■ Offices: Barcelona & New York
■ R+D centers: Ahmedabad, Istanbul,  

Barcelona, and San Paolo
■ Production center: Barcelona (Spain)

OUR CORE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS:

■ Track & Trace
■ Safe Workplace
■ Access Control
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